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nie way to algebraially restrited NFAs and �rst-order logi with monoidalquanti�ers. (A onept similar to the behaviour funtions from [MSTV00℄ wasexamined from a di�erent perspetive muh previously in [Bir89℄.)Here, we take up the study of sublasses of 2DFAs. In partiular, we look atthe following natural restrition: Say that an automaton, one-way or two-way,deterministi or not, is partially-ordered (p.-o., for short) if, whenever M leavesa state, it will never return to it. This means that there is a partial order on thestates of M suh that, whenever M moves from state p to state q, then p is lessthan or equal to q in that order.Partially-ordered one-way automata are well studied. It is known that, inthe deterministi ase, they reognize exatly those languages whose syntatimonoid is R-trivial, where we say that a monoid M is R-trivial if, whenever twomonoid elements s; t satisfy sM = tM , then s = t. (Analogously one an de�neL-trivial as above but using Ms = Mt. Then learly, p.-o. reverse automata,i.e., FAs moving their head from right to left in a one-way manner, reognizeexatly those languages with an L-trivial syntati monoid.) The intersetionof both is known to equal level 1 of the Straubing-Th�erien-Hierarhy (STH) ofstar-free regular languages, known to orrespond to so alled J-trivial monoids.For bakground on these lasses, we refer the reader to [Pin97℄, see also [Pin86℄.These lasses have interesting ombinatorial haraterizations: Consider analphabet A. A left-deterministi produt over A is a onatenation of the formA�0a1A�1 : : : akA�k, where ai 2 A, Ai � A, and ai 62 Ai�1. Now a language is re-ognized by a p.-o. FA i� it is a �nite disjoint union of left-deterministi produts.(Equivalently, a language is reognized by a p.-o. reverse FA i� it is a �nite dis-joint union of right-deterministi produts, where right-deterministi is de�nedreplaing in the above the ondition ai 62 Ai�1 by ai 62 Ai.)Sh�utzenberger in 1976 [Sh76℄ studied the following superlass of these: Saythat an unambiguous produt over alphabet A is a onatenation of the formA�0a1A�1 : : : akA�k, where ai 2 A, Ai � A, if every word w has at most onefatorization w = w0a1w1 : : : akwk with wi 2 A�i . A language is unambiguousif it is a �nite disjoint union of unambiguous produts. The lass UL is thelass of all unambiguous languages. Sh�utzenberger also obtained an algebraiharaterization of UL. A monoid M belongs to the variety DA if it satis�es forevery idempotent element s 2 M the ondition that if MsM = MtM then t isalso idempotent. Sh�utzenberger proved that a language is in UL i� its syntatimonoid belongs to DA.Variety DA is known to have an impressive number of ombinatorial, al-gebrai and logial haraterizations, some of whih will be used later in thepresent paper. It an be shown that UL is the intersetion of level 32 of the STHand its omplement, i.e. languages in UL are exatly those that an be de�nedboth by a �rst-order sentene in prenex normal-form with a �2-pre�x and by asentene with a �2-pre�x [PW97℄. In this paper we develop a new mahine har-aterization ofDA: We prove that partially-ordered two-way automata reognizeexatly those languages in UL. Hene a language L has a syntati monoid inDA i� there is a p.-o. 2DFA reognizing L.
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Fig. 1. Inlusions among onsidered language lasses



An interesting intermediate step in our proof of equivalene of p.-o. 2DFAsand DA are so alled turtle languages. Given an input word w and a positionof w, a turtle move is an instrution of the form ( ; a) or (!; a), meaning thatthe next position is determined by moving to the right (or left), until a lettera ours. If no a is found, the move fails. A turtle language is a language thatan be reognized by a sequene of suh turtle moves, in the sense that a wordw belongs to the language if and only if none of the moves in the sequenefails. We will show that a language has its syntati monoid in DA i� it is aBoolean ombination of turtle languages. Partiular types of turtle languagesan be related to further monoid varieties as we point out in Set. 4.Conerning partially-ordered NFAs, we will see that both in the one-way andin the two-way ase these haraterize level 32 of the STH. Hene, a languagean be aepted by a p.-o. 2DFA if and only if it and its omplement an bereognized by a p.-o. NFA, either one-way or two-way.Our results are summarized in Fig. 1. We see that partially-ordered �niteautomata an be used to haraterize a number of lasses of urrent foal interestin the study of onatenation hierarhies.2 Preliminaries2.1 Monoids and CongruenesAn assoiative binary operation on a set ontaining an identity for this operationde�nes a monoid. By a monoid variety, we mean a pseudovariety in the sense ofStraubing [Str94, pp. 72�℄ or Eilenberg [Eil76, pp. 109�℄: it is a set of monoidslosed under �nite diret produt, the taking of submonoids and of homomorphiimages. Well-known examples of varieties inlude the ommutative monoids, thegroups G, the aperiodis A (i.e., the monoids ontaining only trivial groups),the solvable groups Gsol .It is known that any set of monoids satisfying (or ultimately satisfying) a setof identities (in the sense desribed, e.g., in [Str94, Chapter V.6℄) forms a vari-ety. Of partiular interest for this paper will be the following ase: The varietyDA onsists of all �nite semigroups satisfying (xyz)!y(xyz)! = (xyz)!, wherefor any semigroup element s, s! denotes the least power of s that is idempo-tent. This variety was originally introdued by Sh�utzenberger [Sh76℄ using thede�nition presented in Set. 1, and is known to reognize the unambiguous lan-guages, i.e., the �nite unions of produts A�0a1A�1a2 � � � akA�k where every stringis unambiguously fatorizable w.r.t. this produt; here, every ai 2 A and everyAi � A where A denotes the input alphabet.Deterministi �nite automata are, as usual [HU79, p. 17℄, given by M =(S;A; Æ; s0; F ), where the di�erent omponents denote the state set, the inputalphabet, the transition funtion, the initial state, and the set of �nal states,respetively. The extended transition funtion [HU79, p. 17℄ of M is denotedby Æ̂. The transformation monoid of M is the set � Æ̂(�; w) : S ! S �� w 2 ��	with the operation of omposition of funtions. Certainly, this set of transfor-mations will always be �nite. For a variety V, we say that M is a V-DFA if



its transformation monoid is in V. A V-language is a language aepted by aV-DFA. Non-deterministi automata are de�ned similarly, exept that Æ is nowa funtion from Q�A! 2Q and we allow a set of possible initial states.An equivalene relation � on A� is a ongruene if u � v implies (8x; y 2A�)[xuy � xvy℄. A ongruene � indues a monoid A�=� isomorphi to thetransformation monoid of the pre-automaton (A�=�; A; ([u℄�; a) 7! [ua℄�). Anexample of a ongruene is the syntati ongruene of a language L: u �L vi� (8x; y 2 A�)[xuy 2 L i� xvy 2 L℄. Let a DFA M = (S;A; Æ; s; F ) be given.Another example of a ongruene is: u �M v i� Æ̂(�; u) = Æ̂(�; v). Then A�=�Mis isomorphi to the transformation monoid of M . Writing �pq for the syntationgruene of the language L(p; q) = �w �� Æ̂(p; w) = q	, there is an injetivemorphism A�=�M�! �p;q2S(A�=�pq) and a surjetive morphism A�=�M�!A�=�pq. These fats an be shown to imply that M is a V-DFA i� L(p; q) is aV-language for eah p; q 2 S.2.2 Two-way AutomataAs mentioned in the introdution, the ground for an algebrai study of two-way automata was laid in [MSTV00℄. The following de�nitions are mainly takenfrom that paper. We remark that our results also remain valid for the standardde�nition, see [HU79℄.A two-way automaton is a tuple M = (L ℄R; A; Æ; l0; F ), where the set S ofstates is the disjoint union L℄R of a set L (the states \entered from the left") anda set R (the states \entered from the right"), l0 2 L is the initial state, F � S isthe set of �nal states, A is the input alphabet, Æ : (S�A)[(L�fCg)[(R�fBg)!S is a total transition funtion, where B 62 A and C 62 A are the leftmarker andthe rightmarker respetively,The meaning of Æ(s; a) 2 L is that M in state s sanning a moves its headto the right upon entering state Æ(s; a); M moves its head to the left whenÆ(s; a) 2 R.The initial on�guration ofM on input w = w1w2 � � �wn 2 A� is the situationin whih the state of M is l0 and M sans w1 within the string Bw1w2 � � �wnC(M sans C when jwj = 0). We say that M eventually exits BwC if it eventuallyenounters a transition Æ(r;B) 2 R or a transition Æ(l;C) 2 L (of ourse M willgenerally boune o� the end markers several times before exiting). We requirethat, for any w = w1w2 � � �wn 2 A�,{ M from its initial on�guration on w eventually leaves every wi to the right,1 � i � n, and eventually exits BwC; this is analogous to the (unspoken)requirement that a one-way automaton must traverse its input and halt,{ from any state l 2 L sanning w1,M eventually exits BwC; this requirementis analogous to the (unspoken) fat that a one-way automaton eventuallyruns out of input regardless of its initial on�guration,{ from any state r 2 R sanning wn, M also eventually exits BwC; this isjusti�ed by the natural desire to maintain symmetry between left and right



in a two-way mahine. The input word is aepted by M if M exits BwC ina �nal state.Eah w = w1w2 � � �wn 2 A� oeres M into a behavior desribed by a be-havior funtion Æw : L ℄ R ! L ℄ R, where Æw(s) is the state in whih Mexits w1w2 � � �wn when started in state s sanning w1, if s 2 L; and Æw(s) isthe state in whih M exits w1w2 � � �wn when started in state s sanning wn, ifs 2 R. Finally we de�ne the behavior monoid B(M) of M to be the monoidfÆw j w 2 A�g under the operation Æu ÆÆv =def Æuv . (Note that by this de�nition,Æ is not omposition of funtions.) M is a V-mahine i� B(M) 2 V.As in the one-way ase, the non-deterministi version of the model is obtainedby allowing the transition relation to be multiple-valued and allowing severalinitial states.2.3 Partially-ordered AutomataCentral for this paper will be the following de�nition: An automatonM (one-wayor two-way, deterministi or not) is partially-ordered (p.-o., for short) if there isa partial order � on the state set S of M suh that whenever Æ(s; a) = s0 thens = s0 or s � s0. This means that whenever M leaves a partiular state, it annever return to it.Let M be a partially ordered automaton with input alphabet A. With theomputation of M on an input w we an assoiate a harateristi sequeneS = s1; : : : ; sl, onsisting of tuples (pi; Ai; ai) where{ p1; : : : ; pl is the sequene of distint states that M assumes on input w inthat order (and, of ourse, p1 is the initial state of M),{ M stays in pi while reading symbols from Ai � A, and{ M goes from state pi into state pi+1 6= pi by reading the symbol ai (in w).Note that eah state ofM ours at most one in S, thus, the number of di�erentstate sequenes is �nite and depends only onM . IfM is a 2DFA, reall that eahstate of M is entered either only from the left or only from the right. Therefore,all movements of M that let it stay in a ertain state are in the same diretion(for that state).For a harateristi sequene S, we denote by L(S) the set of those stringsaepted by M when obeying sequene S.The following is known about the power of deterministi p.-o. (one-way)automata. Say that a monoid M is R-trivial (L-trivial, resp.) if, whenever twomonoid elements s; t satisfy sM = tM (Ms =Mt, resp.) then s = t. A languagehas a syntati monoid that is R-trivial i� it is reognized by a p.-o. DFA. Alanguage has a syntati monoid that is L-trivial i� it is reognized by a p.-o. DFA that moves its head from right to left in a one-way manner.To our best knowledge, nondeterministi p.-o. FAs have not been looked atso far. However, it an be seen that both in the one-way and two-way ase theyreognize exatly level 3/2 of the Straubing-Th�erien-Hierarhy.



Proposition 1. A language L an be reognized by a non-deterministi one-way p.-o. automaton i� it an be reognized by a non-deterministi two-wayp.-o. automaton i� it belongs to level 32 of the Straubing-Th�erien-Hierarhy (i.e.�2).Proof. It is known [Arf91℄ that a language is in �2 i� it is a union of languages ofthe form A�0a1A�1 : : : asA�s , where ai are alphabet symbols and Ai are subsets ofthe alphabet. The diret onstrution of a one-way non-deterministi automa-ton from the expression will yield a p.-o. mahine. Of ourse, every one-wayautomaton is also a two-way automaton. Finally, onsider a non-determinsititwo-way p.-o. automaton M . Take any word w that is aepted by M . Let S bea harateristi sequene of M enountered during the omputation, that endsin an aepting state. Let (q0; q1; : : : ; qs) be the sequene of states in S. Con-sider the indued deomposition of w as w = w0a1w1 : : : asws, where the ai'sorrespond to positions of w where the omputation of M has hanged its state(and possibly its diretion). Consider the ith segment of this deomposition. Itmay have been traversed from left to right a number of times, e.g., while in thestates qi1 ; : : : ; qip , and from right to left, a number of times, e.g. while in statesqj1 ; : : : ; qjr . Let Ai be the set of letters a with the property that for eah t be-tween 1 and p, qit is in Æ(qit ; a) and for eah t between 1 and r, qjt is in Æ(qjt ; a).Then all words that are in A�0a1A�1 : : : asA�s will also be aepted by M , via aomputation that traverses exatly the same states as the one on w. Taking theunion over the �nitely many possible monotone sequenes of states that end upin an aepting state will yield a �2 expression for the language reognized byM .3 Main ResultBefore we state and prove the main result of this paper we need some furtherde�nitions. Let A be an alphabet. A turtle instrution is a pair I = (d; �) on-sisting of a diretion d 2 f ;!g and a target symbol � 2 A. If d =  we saythat I is a  -instrution, otherwise a !-instrution. A turtle program P is anon-empty sequene I1 � � � Ik of turtle instrutions.The semantis of turtle programs is de�ned as follows. Let w = w1 � � �wn bea string of some length n and let i 2 f0; : : : ; n + 1g, i.e., either i is a positionin w or i = 0 or i = n + 1. Let I = ( ; �) be a  -instrution. Let j0 =maxfj 2 f1; : : : ; i � 1g j wj = �g. We de�ne I(w; i) = (w; j0) if j0 exists, i.e.,if fj 2 f1; : : : ; i � 1g j wj = �g is non-empty. Otherwise, I(w; i) is unde�ned,denoted as I(w; i) = ?. Correspondingly, we de�ne I(w; i) for !-instrutionsbut in this ase j0 is de�ned as minfj 2 fi + 1; : : : ; ng j wj = �g. For a turtleprogram P = I1 � � � Ik and a string w of length n we de�ne the �nal position ofP on w as follows.{ If I1 is a !-instrution and (w; j) = Ik(� � � (I1(w; 0)) � � � ) is de�ned then weset P (w) = j;



{ If I1 is a -instrution and (w; j) = Ik(� � � (I1(w; n+1)) � � � ) is de�ned then,again, we set P (w) = j;{ Otherwise, we say that P (w) is unde�ned and write P (w) = ?.Note that the interpretation of a turtle program starts at the left end of astring if its �rst instrution is a !-instrution and at the right end otherwise.It should also be noted that if P (w) is not unde�ned it is always a position ofw, i.e., P (w) 2 f1; : : : ; ng.We write L(P ) for the set of strings w for whih P (w) is de�ned. Languagesof the form L(P ) are alled turtle languages.It is not hard to see that turtle languages an be aepted by partially orderedtwo-way automata. On the other hand, we will show that, if a language has asyntati monoid in DA, it an be expressed as a Boolean ombination of turtlelanguages. Therefore, turtle languages are, in a sense, a link between DA andpartially ordered two-way automata. The above relations and their onveresesare the ontents of our main result, stated formally as follows:Theorem 2. For a language L, the following are equivalent.(a) The syntati monoid of L is in DA.(b) L is a Boolean ombination of turtle languages.() L is aepted by a partially ordered two-way automaton.The proof is given by a series of lemmas. The �rst one is of a tehnialnature. Given two turtle programs, P1; P2, we write L(P1; P2) for the set ofstrings w 2 L(P1) \ L(P2) for whih P1(w) < P2(w). In the following, we donot distinguish in notation between a turtle instrution I and program with thesingle instrution I .Lemma 3. For every turtle program P and every turtle instrution I, the lan-guages L(I; P ) and L(P; I) an be expressed as Boolean ombinations of turtlelanguages.Proof. Let I = (d; �). We write I�1 for the inverse of I , i.e., the instrution(!; �) if d =  , and ( ; �) if d = !. If d = ! then the following hold, forevery string w. w 2 L(I; P )() w 2 L(PI�1):w 2 L(P; I)() w 2 L(PII�1) \ L(PI):In the �rst equivalene, the term L(PI�1) intuitively says that there is a � inw to the left of P (w), hene I(w) < P (w). In the seond equivalene, L(PI)ontains all w for whih there is a � to the right of P (w). The term L(PII�1)rules out all strings for whih I(w) � P (w).If d = then, similarly, the following hold, for every string w.w 2 L(I; P )() w 2 L(PII�1) \ L(PI);w 2 L(P; I)() w 2 L(PI�1):



Lemma 4. If the syntati monoid of a language L is inDA then L is a Booleanombination of turtle languages.Proof. Let the syntati monoid of L be in DA.Reall the following haraterization of DA from [TW98℄: For a word w, let�(w) denote the set of letters ourring in w. If a 2 �(w) we say that w = uavis an a-left deomposition of w if a 62 �(u). Analogously, w = uav is an a-rightdeomposition of w if a 62 �(v). We de�ne a relation �n on words (shown to bea ongruene in [TW98℄) by indution on n:First, x �0 y for all strings x; y. Next, for n > 0, x �n y if �(x) = �(y) and(1) for all a 2 �(x), if x = x0ax1 and y = y0ay1 are the a-left deompositionsof x and y, then x0 �n y0 and x1 �n�1 y1, and(2) for all a 2 �(x), if x = x0ax1 and y = y0ay1 are the a-right deompositionsof x and y, then x0 �n�1 y0 and x1 �n y1.[TW98℄ prove that a language has its syntati monoid in DA i� it is a �niteunion of equivalene lasses of �n for some n. As in [TW98℄ it should be notedthat this haraterization is well-de�ned beause j�(x0)j < j�(x)j in (1) andj�(x1)j < j�(x)j in (2).We show in the following that eah lass C of �n is a Boolean ombinationof turtle languages. The proof is by indution on n and the size of the alphabetof C. Note that by the above de�nition, all strings in C use the same letters, ifn > 0.For n = 0 the proof is straightforward, as A� is L(I) [ L(I) for some turtlemove I .Now let n > 0, C be an equivalene lass of �n with alphabet B � A, y arepresentant of C and a 2 B. Let y0ay1 be the a-left-deomposition of y. We shownext how the language of strings w = w0aw1 with w0 �n y0 and w1 �n�1 y1an be expressed as a Boolean ombination of turtle languages. Given the aboveharaterization of DA-languages, and as the ase of right-deompositions anbe handled ompletely analogously, the statement of the lemma follows diretly.L is simply the intersetion of all the Boolean ombination obtained.First, we show how the language L0 of strings w = w0aw1 with w0 �n y0an be expressed. By indution, as j�(y0)j < jBj, the equivalene lass C0 ofy0 (over the alphabet B � fag) an be expressed as a Boolean ombination ofturtle languages. Let L(P ) be a language ouring in this haraterization. LetI = (!; a). If the �rst instrution of P is a !-instrution thenw0 2 L(P ) if and only if w 2 L(P ) \ \P 0vP L(P 0; I):Here, P 0 v P denotes that P 0 is a non-empty pre�x of P . If the �rst instrutionof P is a  -instrution thenw0 2 L(P ) if and only if w 2 L(IP ) \ \P 0vP L(IP 0; I):



It is straightforward to hek that these equivalenes indeed hold. Note thatthe big intersetions on the right ensure that the appliation of P on w only usesw0. By Lemma 3 it follows that the languages of the form L(P 0; I) and L(IP 0; I)an be expressed as Boolean ombinations of turtle languages.By replaing eah L(P ) in the haraterization of C0 with the orrespondingright hand expression we obtain a haraterization for L0.Finally, we show how the language L1 of strings w = w0aw1 with w1 �n�1 y1an be expressed. Again, by indution, the equivalene lass C1 of y1 an beexpressed as a Boolean ombination of turtle languages. Let L(P ) be a languageouring in this haraterization. If P starts with a !-instrution thenw1 2 L(P ) if and only if w 2 L(IP ) \ \P 0vP L(I; IP 0):If P starts with a  -instrution thenw1 2 L(P ) if and only if w 2 L(P ) \ \P 0vP L(I; P 0):Again, the languages on the right hand side an be expressed as Boolean om-binations of turtle languages and we obtain the desired haraterization of L1.This ompletes the proof of the lemma.Lemma 5. If a language L is aepted by a p.-o. 2DFA, then its syntatimonoid is in DA.Proof. Let M be a p.-o. 2DFA aepting L. Let S be a harateristi sequeneof M (see Set. 2.3), S = (p1; A1; a1)(p2; A2; a2) � � � (pn; An; an), where the piare states of M , Ai are alphabet subsets, and ai are alphabet symbols. We willshow that the syntati monoid of L(S) is in DA by proving that it satis�es theequation (xyz)ny(xyz)n = (xyz)n. For this, it is suÆient to show that, for allwords u, v, x, y, z, we have u(xyz)ny(xyz)nv 2 L(S) i� u(xyz)nv 2 L(S). Thestatement of the lemma then follows as L is a union of languages L(S) and ULis losed under Boolean ombinations.Let wl be a tape ontent ofM of the form Bu(xyz)ny(xyz)nvC, and let wr beof the form Bu(xyz)nvC. Suppose that M swithes from p1 to p2 while readingthe pre�x Buxyz of wl. Then, ertainly, the same swith will our at the sameposition when reading wr. If M , reading wl, does not swith from p1 to p2 whilewithin Buxyz then this swith an only our in the suÆx vC. Again, the sameswith must our at exatly the same position within vC when M reads wr.Note that this means that in the latter ase, M in state p1 skips every letter inu, x, y, and z.In general, onsider the swith from pi to pi+1 in M working on wl. Thenone of the following ases holds:{ The swith ours in the pre�x Bu(xyz)i of wl, and the swith ours atexatly the same position in wr .



{ The swith ours in the suÆx (xyz)ivC of wl, and the swith will our atthe same position of the suÆx of wr.This means that the middle y of wl is always skipped entirely, hene weonlude u(xyz)ny(xyz)nv 2 L(S) () u(xyz)nv 2 L(S), what we had toshow.Proof. (of Theorem 2.) (a) =) (b) is the ontents of Lemma 4.(b) =) () follows from the trivial fat that every turtle language is aeptedby some partially ordered two-way automaton, and the fat that the lass of lan-guages aepted by partially-ordered two-way automata is losed under Booleanoperations. For omplement this is trivial, sine we are dealing with determinis-ti mahines. An automaton M reognizing the union of the languages aeptedby the partially-ordered two-way automata M1 and M2, given an input word w,�rst simulates M1 on w. If M1 aepts then M exits the input aepting. If not,M is transferred into a new state s; then it uses s to move its head bak to theleft end-marker and then, moving into the initial state of M2, simulates M2 onw. The order of states of M is the ordinal addition of the state set of M1, theset fsg, and the state set of M2.Finally, () =) (a) is the ontents of Lemma 5.4 ConlusionIn the present paper we gave a haraterization of the lassUL, or, alternatively,the lass of languages whose syntati monoid is in DA, using �nite two-wayautomata. A question that arises immediately is if our haraterization leads tonew deidability results. A �rst step would be to determine the omplexity ofdeiding if a 2DFA is p.-o. It is relatively easy to see that this problem is inoNP; we onjeture that it is atually omplete for that lass.Coming bak to Fig. 1, our results suggest a new proof of one of the resultsof [PW97℄, namely that languages with a syntati monoid in DA are exatlythose de�nable in �2 \ �2: For this, one would have to show independently,what follows from our paper, namely that a language and its omplement anbe reognized by p.-o. NFAs if and only if it an be reognized by a p.-o. 2DFA.Turtle languages, whih were introdued in the present paper as a tehnialvehile, also turn out to apture other nie lasses of varieties: It an be shownthat a language has an R-trivial syntati monoid i� it is a Boolean ombinationof turtle languages of the form (!; a1)(!; a2) : : : (!; as)( ; b1) : : : ( ; bt), i.e.,they start from the left and are allowed only one turn in diretion. Starting fromright, one obtains L-trivial; allowing one turn, starting from either diretion givesthe join of the varieties. No turn turtle programs gives J-trivial. These resultshint in the diretion that turtle languages might turn out to be a helpful toolfor further studies in algebrai language theory. It would be nie to add moreevidene to this thesis.
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